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Summary. The nature of distributed computation has often been described in terms of the component operations of universal computation: information storage, transfer and modification. We
review the first complete framework that quantifies each of these individual information dynamics on a local scale within a system, and describes the manner in which they interact to
create non-trivial computation where “the whole is greater than the sum of the parts”. We describe the application of the framework to cellular automata, a simple yet powerful model of
distributed computation. This is an important application, because the framework is the first to
provide quantitative evidence for several important conjectures about distributed computation in
cellular automata: that blinkers embody information storage, particles are information transfer
agents, and particle collisions are information modification events. The framework is also shown
to contrast the computations conducted by several well-known cellular automata, highlighting
the importance of information coherence in complex computation. The results reviewed here
provide important quantitative insights into the fundamental nature of distributed computation
and the dynamics of complex systems, as well as impetus for the framework to be applied to the
analysis and design of other systems.

1.1 Introduction
The nature of distributed computation has long been a topic of interest in complex systems science, physics, artificial life and bioinformatics. In particular, emergent complex behavior has often been described from the perspective of computation within the
system (Mitchell 1998b,a) and has been postulated to be associated with the capability
to support universal computation (Langton 1990; Wolfram 1984c; Casti 1991).
In all of these relevant fields, distributed computation is generally discussed in
terms of “memory”, “communication”, and “processing”. Memory refers to the storage of information by some variable to be used in the future of its time-series process.
It has been investigated in coordinated motion in modular robots (Prokopenko et al.
2006), in the dynamics of inter-event distribution times (Goh and Barabási 2008), and
in synchronization between coupled systems (Morgado et al. 2007). Communication
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refers to the transfer of information between one variable’s time-series process and
another; it has been shown to be of relevance in neuroscience (Wibral et al. 2011;
Lindner et al. 2011; Marinazzo et al. 2012) and in other biological systems (e.g. dipoledipole interaction in microtubules (Brown and Tuszynski 1999), and in signal transduction by calcium ions (Pahle et al. 2008)), social animals (e.g. schooling behavior
in fish (Couzin et al. 2006)), agent-based systems (e.g. the influence of agents over
their environments (Klyubin et al. 2005), and in inducing emergent neural structure
(Lungarella and Sporns 2006)). Processing refers to the combination of stored and/or
transmitted information into a new form; it has been discussed in particular for biological neural networks and models thereof (Kinouchi and Copelli 2006; Atick 1992;
Sánchez-Montañés and Corbacho 2002; Yamada and Aihara 1994) (where it has been
suggested as a potential biological driver), and also regarding collision-based computing (e.g. (Jakubowski et al. 1997; Adamatzky 2002), and including soliton dynamics
and collisions (Edmundson and Enns 1993)).
Significantly, these terms correspond to the component operations of Turing universal computation: information storage, information transfer (or transmission) and
information modification. Yet despite the obvious importance of these information
dynamics, until recently there was no framework for either quantifying them individually or understanding how they interact to give rise to distributed computation.
Here, we review the first complete framework (Lizier et al. 2007, 2008c, 2012c,
2010, 2012b; Lizier and Prokopenko 2010; Lizier 2013) which quantifies each of these
information dynamics or component operations of computation within a system, and
describes how they inter-relate to produce distributed computation. We refer to the
dynamics of information for two key reasons here. First, this approach describes the
composition of information in the dynamic state update for the time-series process of
each variable within the system, in terms of how information is stored, transferred and
modified. This perspective of state updates brings an important connection between
information theory and dynamical systems. Second, the approach focuses on the dynamics of these operations on information on a local scale in space and time within
the system. This focus on the local scale is an important one. Several authors have
suggested that a complex system is better characterized by studies of its local dynamics than by averaged or overall measures (Shalizi et al. 2006; Hanson and Crutchfield 1992), and indeed here we believe that quantifying and understanding distributed
computation will necessitate studying the information dynamics and their interplay
on a local scale in space and time. Additionally, we suggest that the quantification of
the individual information dynamics of computation provides three axes of complexity within which to investigate and classify complex systems, allowing deeper insights
into the variety of computation taking place in different systems.
An important focus for discussions on the nature of distributed computation have
been cellular automata (CAs) as model systems offering a range of dynamical behavior, including supporting complex computations and the ability to model complex systems in nature (Mitchell 1998b). We review the application of this framework to CAs
here because there is very clear qualitative observation of emergent structures representing information storage, transfer and modification therein (Langton 1990; Mitchell
1998b). CAs are a critical proving ground for any theory on the nature of distributed
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computation: significantly, Von Neumann was known to be a strong believer that “a
general theory of computation in ‘complex networks of automata’ such as cellular
automata would be essential both for understanding complex systems in nature and
for designing artificial complex systems” (Mitchell (1998b) describing Von Neumann
(1966)).
Information theory provides the logical platform for our investigation, and we begin with a summary of the main information-theoretic concepts required. We provide
additional background on the qualitative nature of distributed computation in CAs,
highlighting the opportunity which existed for our framework to provide quantitative
insights. Subsequently, we consider each component operation of universal computation in turn, and describe how to quantify it locally in a spatiotemporal system. As
an application, we review the measurement of each of these information dynamics at
every point in space-time in several important CAs. We show that our framework provided the first complete quantitative evidence for a well-known set of conjectures on
the emergent structures dominating distributed computation in CAs: that blinkers provide information storage, particles provide information transfer, and particle collisions
facilitate information modification. Furthermore, we describe the manner in which our
results implied that the coherence of information may be a defining feature of complex
distributed computation. Our findings are significant because these emergent structures
of computation in CAs have known analogues in many physical systems (e.g. solitons
and biological pattern formation processes, coherent waves of motion in flocks), and
as such this work will contribute to our fundamental understanding of the nature of
distributed computation and the dynamics of complex systems. We finish by briefly
reviewing the subsequent application of the framework to various complex systems,
including in analyzing flocking behavior and in a computational neuroscience setting.

1.2 Information-theoretic preliminaries
Information theory (Shannon 1948; Cover and Thomas 1991; MacKay 2003) is an
obvious tool for quantifying the information dynamics involved in distributed computation. In fact, information theory has already proven to be a useful framework for
the design and analysis of complex self-organized systems (e.g. see (Prokopenko et al.
2009)).
We begin by reviewing several necessary information theoretic quantities, including several measures explicitly defined for use with time-series processes. We also
describe local information-theoretic quantities - i.e. the manner in which informationtheoretic measures can be used to describe the information content associated with
single observations.
1.2.1 Fundamental quantities
The fundamental quantity is the Shannon entropy, which represents the uncertainty
associated with any measurement x of a random variable X (using units in bits):
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HX = −

X

p(x) log2 p(x).

(1.1)

x

The joint entropy of two (or more) random variables X and Y is a generalization
to quantify the uncertainty of the joint distribution of X and Y:
X
HX,Y = −
p(x, y) log2 p(x, y).
(1.2)
x,y

The conditional entropy of X given Y is the average uncertainty that remains about
x when y is known:
X
HX|Y = −
p(x, y) log2 p(x | y).
(1.3)
x,y

The mutual information (MI) between X and Y measures the average reduction
in uncertainty about x that results from learning the value of y, or vice versa:
p(x, y)
.
p(x)p(y)

(1.4)

IX;Y = HX − HX|Y = HY − HY |X .

(1.5)

IX;Y =

X

p(x, y) log2

x,y

One can also describe the MI as measuring the information contained in X about Y
(or vice versa).
The conditional mutual information between X and Y given Z is the mutual information between X and Y when Z is known:
IX;Y |Z = HX|Z − HX|Y,Z

(1.6)

= HY |Z − HY |X,Z .

(1.7)

Importantly, the conditional MI IX;Y |Z can be larger or smaller than the unconditioned
IX;Y (MacKay 2003); it is reduced by redundant information held by Y and Z about
X, and increased by synergy between Y and Z about X (e.g. where X is the result of
an exclusive-OR or XOR operation between Y and Z).
1.2.2 Measures for time-series processes
Next, we describe several measures which are explicitly defined for time-series processes X.
The entropy rate is the limiting value of the rate of change of the joint entropy
(k)
over k consecutive values of a time-series process X, (i.e. measurements xn =
{xn−k+1 , . . . , xn−1 , xn }, up to and including time step n, of the random variable
(k)
Xn = {Xn−k+1 , . . . , Xn−1 , Xn }), as k increases (Cover and Thomas 1991; Crutchfield and Feldman 2003):
HµX = lim

k→∞

HX(k)
n

k

0
= lim HµX
(k),
k→∞

0
HµX
(k) =

HX(k)
n

k

,

(1.8)
(1.9)
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(k)

where the limit exists. Note that Xn is a k-dimensional embedding vector of the
state of X (Takens 1981). A related definition is given by the limiting value of the
conditional entropy of the next value of X (i.e. measurements xn+1 of the random
variable Xn+1 ) given knowledge of the previous k values of X (i.e. measurements
(k)
(k)
xn of the random variable Xn ):
HµX = lim HXn+1 |X(k) = lim HµX (k),

(1.10)

HµX (k) = HX(k+1) − HX(k) ,

(1.11)

n

k→∞

k→∞

n

n+1

again, where the limit exists. This can also be viewed as the uncertainty of the next state
(k)
(k)
xn+1 given the previous state xn , since xn+1 is the only non-overlapping quantity in
(k)
xn+1 which is capable of carrying any conditional entropy. Cover and Thomas (1991)
point out that these two quantities correspond to two subtly different notions. These
authors go on to demonstrate that for stationary processes X, the limits for the two
quantities Hµ0 (X) and Hµ (X) exist (i.e. the average entropy rate converges) and are
equal. For our purposes in considering information dynamics, we are interested in the
latter formulation Hµ (X), since it explicitly describes how one random variable Xn+1
(k)
is related to the previous instances Xn .
Grassberger (1986b) first noticed that a slow approach of the entropy rate to its
limiting value was a sign of complexity. Formally, Crutchfield and Feldman (2003) use
the conditional entropy form of the entropy rate (1.10)1 to observe that at a finite block
size k, the difference HµX (k) − HµX represents the information carrying capacity in
size k-blocks that is due to correlations. The sum over all k gives the total amount
of structure in the system, quantified as the effective measure complexity or excess
entropy (measured in bits):
EX =

∞
X

[HµX (k) − HµX ] .

(1.12)

k=0

The excess entropy can also be formulated as the mutual information between the
semi-infinite past and semi-infinite future of the system:
EX = lim I

(k)

(k+ )

k→∞ Xn ;Xn+1

,

(1.13)

(k+ )

where Xn+1 = {Xn+1 , Xn+2 , . . . , Xn+k } is the random variable (with measure(k+ )

ments xn+1 = {xn+1 , xn+2 , . . . , xn+k }) referring to the k future values of the process X (from time step n + 1 onwards). This interpretation is known as the predictive
information (Bialek et al. 2001), as it highlights that the excess entropy captures the
information in a process’ past which is relevant to predicting its future.
1.2.3 Local information-theoretic measures
Finally, we note that the aforementioned information-theoretic quantities are averages
over all of the observations used to compute the relevant probability distribution func1

HµX (k) here is equivalent to hµ (k + 1) in (Crutchfield and Feldman 2003).
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tions (PDFs). One can also write down local or pointwise measures for each of these
quantities, representing their value for one specific observation or configuration of the
variables (x, y, z) being observed. The average of a local quantity over all observations
is of course the relevant average information-theoretic measure.
Primarily, the Shannon information content or local entropy of an outcome x of
measurement of the variable X is (MacKay 2003):
h(x) = − log2 p(x).

(1.14)

Note that by convention we use lower-case symbols to denote local informationtheoretic measures throughout this chapter. The quantity h(x) is simply the information content attributed to the specific symbol x, or the information required to predict
or uniquely specify that value. Less probable outcomes x have higher information content than more probable outcomes, and we have h(x) ≥ 0. Specifically, the Shannon
information content of a given symbol x is the code-length for that symbol in an optimal encoding scheme for the measurements X, i.e. one that produces the minimal
expected code length.2
Now, note that although the PDF p(x) is evaluated for h(x) locally at the given
observation x, it is defined using all of the available (non-local) observations of the
variable X which would go into evaluation of the corresponding H(X). That is to say,
we define a certain PDF p(x) from all given measurements of a variable X: we can
measure local entropies h(x) by evaluating p(x) for a given observation x, or we can
measure average entropies H(X) from the whole function p(x), and indeed we have
H(X) = hh(x)i when the expectation value is taken over p(x).
Similarly, we have the local conditional entropy h(x | y) = − log2 p(x | y) with
H(X | Y ) = hh(x | y)i.
Next, the local mutual information (Fano 1961) for a specific observation (x, y)
is the information held in common between the specific values x and y:
i(x; y) = h(x) − h(x | y),
p(x | y)
.
= log2
p(x)

(1.15)
(1.16)

The local mutual information is the difference in code lengths between coding the
value x in isolation (under the optimal encoding scheme for X), or coding the value x
given y (under the optimal encoding scheme for X given Y ). Similarly, we have the
local conditional mutual information:
i(x; y | z) = h(x | z) − h(x | y, z),
= log2

2

p(x | y, z)
.
p(x | z)

(1.17)
(1.18)

This “optimal code-length” may specify non-integer choices; full discussion of the implications here, practical issues in selecting integer code-lengths, and block-coding optimisations
are contained in (Cover and Thomas 1991, Chapter 5).
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Indeed, the form of i(x; y) and i(x; y | z) are derived directly from four postulates by
Fano (1961, ch. 2): once-differentiability, similar form for conditional MI, additivity
(i.e. i({yn , zn } ; xn ) = i(yn ; xn ) + i(zn ; xn | yn )), and separation for independent
ensembles. This derivation means that i(x; y) and i(x; y | z) are uniquely specified,
up to the base of the logarithm. Of course, we have I(X; Y ) = hi(x; y)i and I(X; Y |
Z) = hi(x; y | z)i, and like I(X; Y ) and I(X; Y | Z), the local values are symmetric
in x and y.
Importantly, i(x; y) may be positive or negative, meaning that one variable can
either positively inform us or actually misinform us about the other. An observer is
misinformed where, conditioned on the value of y the observed outcome of x was
relatively unlikely as compared to the unconditioned probability of that outcome (i.e.
p(x | y) < p(x)). Similarly, i(x; y | z) can become negative where p(x | y, z) < p(x |
z).
Applied to time-series data, local measures tell us about the dynamics of information in the system, since they vary with the specific observations in time, and local values are known to reveal more details about the system than the averages alone (Shalizi
2001; Shalizi et al. 2006).

1.3 Cellular automata
1.3.1 Introduction to Cellular Automata
Cellular automata (CA) are discrete dynamical systems consisting of an array of cells
which each synchronously update their discrete value as a function of the values of a
fixed number of spatially neighboring cells using a uniform rule. Although the behavior
of each individual cell is very simple, the (non-linear) interactions between all cells can
lead to very intricate global behavior, meaning CAs have become a classic example of
self-organized complex behavior. Of particular importance, CAs have been used to
model real-world spatial dynamical processes, including fluid flow, earthquakes and
biological pattern formation (Mitchell 1998b).
The neighborhood of a cell used as inputs to its update rule at each time step is
usually some regular configuration. In 1D CAs, this means the same range r of cells
on each side and including the current value of the updating cell. One of the simplest
variety of CAs – 1D CAs using binary values, deterministic rules and one neighbor on
either side (r = 1) – are known as the Elementary CAs, or ECAs. Example evolutions
of ECAs from random initial conditions may be seen in Fig. 1.2a and Fig. 1.6a. For
more complete definitions of CAs, including the definition of the Wolfram rule number
convention for specifying update rules, see Wolfram (2002).
Wolfram (1984c, 2002) sought to classify the asymptotic behavior of CA rules into
four classes: I. Homogeneous state; II. Simple stable or periodic structures; III. Chaotic
aperiodic behavior; and IV. Complicated localized structures, some propagating. Much
conjecture remains as to whether these classes are quantitatively distinguishable, e.g.
see Gray (2003), however they do provide an interesting analogy (for discrete-state
and time) to our knowledge of dynamical systems, with classes I and II representing
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ordered behavior, class III representing chaotic behavior, and class IV representing
complex behavior and considered as lying between the ordered and chaotic classes.
More importantly though, the approach seeks to characterize complex behavior in
terms of emergent structure in CAs, regarding gliders, particles and domains. Qualitatively, a domain may described as a set of background configurations in a CA, for
which any given configuration will update to another such configuration in the set in
the absence of any disturbance. Domains are formally defined within the framework of
computational mechanics (Hanson and Crutchfield 1992) as spatial process languages
in the CA. Particles are qualitatively considered to be moving elements of coherent
spatiotemporal structure. Gliders are particles which repeat periodically in time while
moving spatially (repetitive non-moving structures are known as blinkers). Formally,
particles are defined within the framework of computational mechanics as a boundary
between two domains (Hanson and Crutchfield 1992); as such, they can also be termed
as domain walls, though this is typically used with reference to aperiodic particles.
These emergent structures are more clearly visible when the CA is filtered in some
way. Early filtering methods were hand-crafted for specific CAs (relying on the user
knowing the pattern of background domains) (Grassberger 1983, 1989), while later
methods can be automatically applied to any given CA. These include: -machines
(Hanson and Crutchfield 1992), input entropy (Wuensche 1999), local information
(Helvik et al. 2004), and local statistical complexity (Shalizi et al. 2006). All of these
filtering techniques produce a single filtered view of the structures in the CA: our
measures of local information dynamics will present several filtered views of the distributed computation in a CA, separating each operation on information. The ECA
examples analyzed in this chapter are introduced in Section 1.3.3.
1.3.2 Computation in Cellular Automata
CAs can be interpreted as undertaking distributed computation: it is clear that “data
represented by initial configurations is processed by time evolution” (Wolfram 1984c).
As such, computation in CAs has been a popular topic for study (see Mitchell (1998b)),
with a particular focus in observing or constructing (Turing) universal computation in
certain CAs. An ability for universal computation is defined to be where “suitable initial configurations can specify arbitrary algorithm procedures” in the computing entity,
which is capable of “evaluating any (computable) function” (Wolfram 1984c). Wolfram (1984c,a) conjectured that all class IV complex CAs were capable of universal
computation. He went on to state that prediction in systems exhibiting universal computation is limited to explicit simulation of the system, as opposed to the availability
of any simple formula or “short-cut”, drawing parallels to the halting problem for universal Turing machines (Wolfram 1984c,a) which are echoed by Langton (1990) and
Casti (1991). (Casti extended the analogy to undecidable statements in formal systems,
i.e. Gödel’s Theorem). The capability for universal computation has been proven for
several CA rules, through the design of rules generating elements to (or by identifying
elements which) specifically provide the component operations required for universal
computation: information storage, transmission and modification. Examples here in-
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clude most notably the Game of Life (Conway 1982) and ECA rule 110 (Cook 2004);
also see Lindgren and Nordahl (1990) and discussions by Mitchell (1998b).
The focus on elements providing information storage, transmission and modification pervades discussion of all types of computation in CAs, e.g. (Adamatzky 2002;
Jakubowski et al. 2001). Wolfram (1984a) claimed that in class III CAs information
propagates over an infinite distance at a (regular) finite speed, while in class IV CAs
information propagates at an irregular speed over an infinite range. Langton (1990)
hypothesized that complex behavior in CAs exhibited the three component operations
required for universal computation. He suggested that the more chaotic a system becomes the more information transmission increases, and the more ordered a system
becomes the more information it stores. Complex behavior was said to occur at a phase
transition between these extremes requiring an intermediate level of both information
storage and transmission: if information propagates too well, coherent information decays into noise. Langton elaborates that transmission of information means that the
“dynamics must provide for the propagation of information in the form of signals
over arbitrarily long distances”, and suggests that particles in CAs form the basis of
these signals. To complete the qualitative identification of the elements of computation
in CAs, he also suggested that blinkers formed the basis of information storage, and
collisions between propagating (particles) and static structures (blinkers) “can modify either stored or transmitted information in the support of an overall computation”.
Rudimentary attempts were made at quantifying the average information transfer (and
to some extent information storage), via mutual information (although as discussed
later this is a symmetric measure not capturing directional transfer). Recognizing the
importance of the emergent structures to computation, several examples exist of attempts to automatically identify CA rules which give rise to particles and gliders, e.g.
(Wuensche 1999; Eppstein 2002), suggesting these to be the most interesting and complex CA rules.
Several authors however criticize the aforementioned approaches of attempting to
classify CAs in terms of their generic behavior or “bulk statistical properties”, suggesting that the wide range of differing dynamics taking place across the CA makes this
problematic (Hanson and Crutchfield 1992; Mitchell 1998b). Gray (2003) suggests
that there there may indeed be classes of CAs capable of more complex computation
than universal computation alone. More importantly, Hanson and Crutchfield (1992)
criticize the focus on universal computational ability as drawing away from the ability to identify “generic computational properties”, i.e. a lack of ability for universal
computation does not mean a CA is not undertaking any computation at all. Alternatively, these studies suggest that analyzing the rich space-time dynamics within the
CA is a more appropriate focus. As such, these and other studies have analyzed the
local dynamics of intrinsic or other specific computation, focusing on particles facilitating the transfer of information and collisions facilitating the information processing.
Noteworthy examples here include: the method of applying filters from the domain of
computational mechanics by Hanson and Crutchfield (1992); and analysis using such
computational mechanics filters of CA rules selected via evolutionary computation to
perform classification tasks by Mitchell et al. (1994, 1996). Related are studies which
deeply investigate the nature of particles and their interactions, e.g. particle types and
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their interaction products identified for particular CAs (Mitchell et al. 1996; Boccara
et al. 1991; Martinez et al. 2006), and rules established for their interaction products
by Hordijk et al. (2001).
Despite such interest, until recently there was no complete framework that locally
quantifies the individual information dynamics of distributed computation within CAs
or other systems. In this review, we describe how the information dynamics can be
locally quantified within the spatiotemporal structure of a CA. In particular, we describe the dynamics of how information storage and information transfer interact to
give rise to information processing. Our approach is not to quantify computation or
overall complexity, nor to identify universal computation or determine what is being
computed; it is simply intended to quantify the component operations in space-time.
1.3.3 Examples of distributed computation in CAs
In this chapter, we review analysis of the computation carried out by several important
ECA rules:
• Class IV complex rules 110 and 54 (Wolfram 2002) (see Fig. 1.4a and Fig. 1.2a),
both of which exhibit a number of glider types and collisions. ECA rule 110 is the
only proven computationally universal ECA rule (Cook 2004).
• Rules 22 and 30 as representative class III chaotic rules (Wolfram 2002) (see rule
22 in Fig. 1.6a);
• Rules 18 as a class III rule which contains domain walls against a chaotic background domain (Wolfram 1984b; Hanson and Crutchfield 1992).
These CAs each carry out an intrinsic computation of the evolution to their ultimate
attractor and phase on it (see Wuensche (1999) for a discussion of attractors and state
space in finite-sized CAs). That is to say, we view the attractor as the end point of
an intrinsic computation by the CA – the dynamics of the transient to the attractor
may contain information storage, transfer and modification, while the dynamics on the
attractor itself can only contain information storage (since the attractor is either a fixed
point or periodic process here). As such, we are generally only interested in studying
computation during the transient dynamics here, as non-trivial computation processes.
We also examine a CA carrying out a “human-understandable” computational task.
Rule φpar is a 1D CA with range r = 3 (the 128-bit Wolfram rule number 0xfeedffdec1aaeec0eef000a0e1a020a0) that was evolved by Mitchell et al. (1994, 1996) to
classify whether the initial CA configuration had a majority of 1’s or 0’s by reaching
a fixed-point configuration of all 1’s for the former or all 0’s for the latter. This CA
rule achieved a success rate above 70% in its task. An example evolution of this CA
can be seen in Fig. 1.5a. The CA appears to carry out this computation using blinkers and domains for information storage, gliders for information transfer and glider
collisions for information modification. The CA exhibits an initial emergence of domain regions of all 1’s or all 0’s storing information about local high densities of either
value. Where these domains meet, a checkerboard domain propagates slowly (1 cell
per time step) in both directions, transferring information of a soft uncertainty in this
part of the CA. Some “certainty” is provided where the glider of the leading edge of
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a checkerboard encounters a blinker boundary between 0 and 1 domains, which stores
information about a hard uncertainty in that region of the CA. This results in an information modification event where the domain on the opposite side of the blinker
to the incoming checkerboard is concluded to represent the higher density state, and
is allowed to propagate over the checkerboard. This new information transfer associated with local decision of which is the higher density state has evolved to occur at a
faster speed (3 cells per time step) than the checkerboard uncertainty; it can overrun
checkerboard regions, and in fact collisions of opposing types of this strong propagation give rise to the (hard uncertainty) blinker boundaries in the first place. The final
configuration is therefore the result of this distributed computation.
Quantification of the local information dynamics via these three axes of complexity
(information storage, transfer and modification) will provide quite detailed insights
into the distributed computation carried out in a system. In all of these CAs we expect
local measures of information storage to highlight blinkers and domain regions, local
measures of information transfer to highlight particles (including gliders and domain
walls), and local measures of information modification to highlight particle collisions.
This will provide a deeper understanding of computation than single or generic
measures of bulk statistical behavior, from which conflict often arises in attempts to
provide classification of complex behavior. In particular, we seek clarification on the
long-standing debate regarding the nature of computation in ECA rule 22. Suggestions
that rule 22 is complex include the difficulty in estimating the metric entropy (i.e. temporal entropy rate) for rule 22 by Grassberger (1986b), due to “complex long-range
effects, similar to a critical phenomenon” (Grassberger 1986a). This effectively corresponds to an implication that rule 22 contains an infinite amount of memory (see
Section 1.4.1). Also, from an initial condition of only a single “on” cell, rule 22 forms
a pattern known as the “Sierpinski Gasket” (Wolfram 2002) which exhibits clear fractal structure. Furthermore, rule 22 is a 1D mapping of the 2D Game of Life CA (known
to have the capability for universal computation (Conway 1982)) and in this sense is
referred to as “life in one dimension” (McIntosh 1990), and complex structure in the
language generated by iterations of rule 22 has been identified by Badii and Politi
(1997). Also, we reported in (Lizier et al. 2012b) that we have investigated the C1
complexity measure (Lafusa and Bossomaier 2005) (an enhanced version of the variance of the input entropy (Wuensche 1999)) for all ECAs, and found rule 22 to clearly
exhibit the largest value of this measure (0.78 bits to rule 110’s 0.085 bits). On the
other hand, suggestions that rule 22 is not complex include its high sensitivity to initial conditions leading to Wolfram (2002) classifying it as class III chaotic. Gutowitz
and Domain (1997) claim this renders it as chaotic despite the subtle long-range effects it displays, further identifying its fast statistical convergence, and exponentially
long and thin transients in state space (see Wuensche (1999)). Importantly, no coherent
structure (particles, collisions, etc.) is found for typical profiles of rule 22 using a number of known filters for such structure (e.g. local statistical complexity (Shalizi et al.
2006)): this reflects the paradigm shift to an examination of local dynamics rather than
generic, overall or averaged analysis. In our approach, we seek to combine this local
viewpoint of the dynamics with a quantitative breakdown of the individual elements
of computation, and we will review the application to rule 22 in this light.
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1.4 Information Storage
In this section we review the methods to quantify information storage on a local scale
in space and time, as presented in (Lizier et al. 2012c). We describe how total information storage used in the future is captured by excess entropy, and introduce active
information storage to capture the amount of information storage that is currently in
use. We review the application of local profiles of both measures to cellular automata.
1.4.1 Excess entropy as total information storage
Although discussion of information storage or memory in CAs has often focused on
periodic structures (particularly in construction of universal Turing machines), information storage does not necessarily entail periodicity. The excess entropy Eq. (1.12, 1.13)
more broadly encompasses all types of structure and memory by capturing correlations
across all lengths of time, including non-linear correlations. It is quite clear from the
predictive information formulation of the excess entropy Eq. (1.13) – as the information from a process’ past that is contained its future – that it is a measure of the total
information storage used in the future of a system.3
We use the term univariate excess entropy4 to refer to measuring the excess entropy for individual variables X using their one-dimensional time-series process,
i.e. EX = limk→∞ I (k) (k+ ) from Eq. (1.13). This is a measure of the average
Xn ;Xn+1

memory for each variable X. Furthermore, we use the term collective excess entropy to refer to measuring the temporal excess entropy for a collective of variables
X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm } (e.g. a set of neighboring cells in a CA) using their twodimensional time-series process. Considered as the mutual information between their
joint past and future, i.e. a joint temporal predictive information:
EX = lim I

(k)

(k)

(k)

(k+ )

(k+ )

(k+ )

k→∞ {X1,n ,X2,n ,...,Xm,n };{X1,n+1 ,X2,n+1 ,...,Xm,n+1 }

,

(1.19)

this is a measure of the average total memory stored in the collective (i.e. stored collectively by a set of cells in a CA). Collective excess entropy could be used for example to
quantify the “undiscovered collective memory that may present in certain fish schools”
(Couzin et al. 2006).
Grassberger (1986b,a) studied temporal entropy rate estimates for several ECAs
in order to gain insights into their excess entropies. He revealed divergent collective
excess entropy for a number of rules, including rule 22, implying a highly complex
process. This case has been described by Lindgren and Nordahl (1988) as “a phenomenon which can occur in more complex environments”, as with strong long-range
3

In (Lizier et al. 2012c) we provide further comment on the relation to the statistical complexity (Crutchfield and Young 1989), which measures all information stored by the system
which may be used in the future, while the excess entropy measures that information which is
used by the system at some point in the future. The relation between the two concepts is covered
in a more general mathematical context by Shalizi and Crutchfield (2001).
4
Called “single-agent excess entropy” in (Lizier et al. 2012c).
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correlations a semi-infinite sequence “could store an infinite amount of information
about its continuation” (as per the predictive information form of the excess entropy
Eq. (1.13)). On the other hand, infinite collective excess entropy can also be achieved
for systems that only trivially utilise all of their available memory (e.g. simply copying
cell values to the right when started from random initial states). Rule 22 was inferred to
have Hµ,N = 0 and infinite collective excess entropy, which was interpreted as a process requiring an infinite amount of memory to maintain an aperiodicity (Crutchfield
and Feldman 2003).
In attempting to quantify local information dynamics of distributed computation
here, our focus is on information storage for single variables or cells rather than
the joint information storage across the collective. Were the univariate excess entropy
found to be divergent (this has not been demonstrated), this may be more significant
than for the collective case: divergent collective excess entropy implies that the collective is at least trivially utilizing all of its available memory (and even the chaotic rule
30 exhibits this), whereas divergent univariate excess entropy implies that all cells are
individually highly utilizing the resources of the collective in a highly complex process. Again though, we emphasize that our focus is on local measures in time as well
as space, which we present in the next section.
First we note that with respect to CAs, where each cell has only a finite number
of values b and takes direct influence from only its single past value and the values
of a finite number of neighbors, the meaning of (either average or local) information
storage being greater log2 b bits (let alone infinite) in the time series process of a single
cell is not immediately obvious. Clearly, a cell in an ECA cannot store more than 1 bit
of information in isolation. However, the bidirectional communication in CAs effectively allows a cell to store extra information in neighbors (even beyond the immediate
neighbors), and to subsequently retrieve that information from those neighbors at a
later point in time. While measurement of the excess entropy does not explicitly look
for such self-influence communicated through neighbors, it is indeed the method by
which a significant portion of information is channeled. Considering the predictive
information interpretation in Eq. (1.13), it is easy to picture self-influence between
semi-infinite past and future blocks being conveyed via neighbors (see Fig. 1.1a). This
is akin to the use of stigmergy (indirect communication through the environment, e.g.
see Klyubin et al. (2004)) to communicate with oneself.
A measurement of more than log2 b bits stored by a cell on average, or indeed an
infinite information storage, is then a perfectly valid result: in an infinite CA, each cell
has access to an infinite amount of neighbors in which to store information which can
later be used to influence its own future. Note however, that since the storage medium
is shared by all cells, one should not think about the total memory as the total number
of cells multiplied by this average. The total memory would be properly measured by
the collective excess entropy, which takes into account the inherent redundancy here.
Following similar reasoning (i.e. that information may be stored and retrieved from
one’s neighbors), we note that a variable can store information regardless of whether it
is causally connected with itself. Also, note that a variable can be perceived to store information simply as a result of how that variable is driven (Obst et al. 2013), i.e. where
information is physically stored elsewhere in the system but recurs in the variable at
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(a) Excess Entropy

(b) Active Information Storage

Fig. 1.1: Measures of information storage in the time-series processes of single variables in distributed systems. (a) Excess Entropy: total information from the variable’s
past that is predictive of its future. (b) Active Information storage: the information
storage that is currently in use in determining the next value of the variable. The
stored information can be conveyed directly through the variable itself or via feedback from neighbors. (NB: This figure is reprinted from (Lizier et al. 2012c), Lizier,
J. T., Prokopenko, M., and Zomaya, A. Y., Local measures of information storage in
complex distributed computation, Information Sciences, 208:39–54, Copyright (2012),
with permission from Elsevier.)
different time steps (e.g. see the description of information storage in feed-forward
loop motifs in (Lizier et al. 2012a)).
1.4.2 Local excess entropy
We now shift focus to local measures of information storage, which have the potential
to provide more detailed insights into information storage structures and their involvement in computation than single ensemble measures.
The local excess entropy is a measure of how much information a given variable is
storing at a particular point in time (Shalizi 2001).5 The local excess entropy eX (n+1)
of a process is simply the local mutual information Eq. (1.16) of the semi-infinite past
and future of the process X at the given time step n + 1:
(k)

eX (n + 1) = lim log2
k→∞

(k+ )

p(xn , xn+1 )
(k)

(k+ )

.

(1.20)

p(xn )p(xn+1 )

Note that the excess entropy is the average of the local values, EX = heX (n)i. The
limit k → ∞ is an important part of this definition, since correlations at all time
5

This is as per the original formulation of the local excess entropy by Shalizi (2001), however this presentation is for a single time-series rather than the light-cone formulation used there.
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scales should be included in the computation of information storage. Since this is not
computationally feasible in general, we retain the notation eX (n + 1, k) to denote
finite-k estimates of eX (n + 1).
The notation is generalized for lattice systems (such as CAs) with spatially-ordered
variables to represent the local excess entropy for cell Xi at time n + 1 as:
(k)

e(i, n + 1) = lim log2
k→∞

(k+ )

p(xi,n , xi,n+1 )
(k)

(k+ )

.

(1.21)

p(xi,n )p(xi,n+1 )

Again, e(i, n + 1, k) is used to denote finite-k estimates of e(i, n + 1). Local excess
entropy is defined for every spatiotemporal point (i, n) in the system. (Alternatively,
the collective excess entropy can only be localized in time).
As a local mutual information, the local excess entropy may be positive or negative,
meaning the past history of the cell can either positively inform us or actually misinform us about its future. An observer is misinformed where a given semi-infinite past
and future are relatively unlikely to be observed together as compared to the product of
their marginal probabilities. Another view is that we have misinformative values when
(k+ )
(k)
(k+ )
(k)
p(xi,n+1 | xi,n ) < p(xi,n+1 ), meaning that taking the past xi,n into account reduced
(k+ )

the probability of the future which was observed xi,n+1 .
1.4.3 Active information storage
The excess entropy measures the total stored information which will be used at some
point in the future of the time-series process of a variable, possibly but not necessarily
at the next time step n + 1. In examining the local information dynamics of computation, we are interested in how much of the stored information is actually in use at
the next time step. As we will see in Section 1.6, this is particularly important in understanding how stored information interacts with information transfer in information
processing. As such, the active information storage AX was introduced in (Lizier
et al. 2012c) as the average mutual information between the (semi-infinite) past state
of the process and its next value, as opposed to its whole (semi-infinite) future:
AX = lim I(X(k)
n ; Xn+1 ).

(1.22)

k→∞

The local active information storage is then a measure of the amount of information
storage in use by the process at a particular time-step n + 1:
(k)

aX (n + 1) = lim log2
k→∞

p(xn , xn+1 )
(k)

,

(1.23)

p(xn )p(xn+1 )
(k)

= lim log2
k→∞

p(xn+1 | xn )
,
p(xn+1 )

(1.24)

and we have AX = haX (n)i. We retain the notation aX (n + 1, k) and AX (k) for
finite-k estimates. Again, we generalize the measure for variable Xi in a lattice system
as:
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(k)

a(i, n + 1) = lim log2
k→∞

p(xi,n , xi,n+1 )
(k)

,

(1.25)

p(xi,n )p(xi,n+1 )

and use a(i, n + 1, k) to denote finite-k estimates there, noting that the local active information storage is defined for every spatiotemporal point (i, n) in the lattice system.
The average active information storage will always be positive (as for the excess entropy), but is bounded above by log2 b bits if the variable takes one of b discrete values.
The local active information storage is not bound in this manner however, with values
larger than log2 b indicating that the particular past of an variable provides strong positive information about its next value. Furthermore, the local active information storage
can be negative, where the past history of the variable is actually misinformative about
its next value. An observer is misinformed where the past history and observed next
value are relatively unlikely to occur together as compared to their separate occurrence.
1.4.4 Local information storage results
In this and subsequent results sections, we review the application of these local measures in (Lizier et al. 2007, 2008c, 2012c, 2010, 2012b; Lizier and Prokopenko 2010;
Lizier 2013) to sample CA runs. As described earlier, we are interested in studying the
non-trivial computation during the transient dynamics before an attractor is reached.
Certainly it would be easier to study these information dynamics on attractors – since
the dynamics there are cyclo-stationary (because the attractors in finite-length CAs involve only fixed or periodic dynamics) – however as described in Section 1.3.3 the
computation there is trivial. To investigate the dynamics of the transient, we estimate
the required probability distribution functions (PDFs) from CA runs of 10 000 cells,
initialized from random values, in order to generate a large ensemble of transient automata dynamics. We retain only a relatively short 600 time steps for each cell, in
order to avoid attractor dynamics and focus on quasi-stationary transient dynamics
during that short time period. Alternatively, for φpar we used 30 000 cells with 200
time steps retained. Periodic boundary conditions were used. Observations taken at
every spatiotemporal point in the CA were used in estimating the required PDFs, since
the cells in the CA are homogeneous variables and quais-stationarity is assumed over
the relatively short time interval.
The results and the figures displayed here were produced using the open source
Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (Lizier 2012), which can be used in Matlab/Octave
and Python as well as Java. All results can be reproduced using the Matlab/Octave
script GsoChapterDemo2013.m in the demos/octave/CellularAutomata
example distributed with this toolkit. We make estimates of the measures with finite
values of k, noting that the insights described here could not be attained unless a reasonably large value of k was used in order to capture a large proportion of the correlations. Determination of an appropriate value of k was discussed in (Lizier et al.
2012c), and in (Lizier et al. 2008c) for the related transfer entropy measure presented
in Section 1.5. As a rule of thumb, k should at least be larger than the period of any
regular background domain in order to capture the information storage underpinning
its continuation.
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We begin by examining the results for rules 54 and 110, which contain regular
gliders against periodic background domains. For the CA runs described above, sample
areas of the large CAs are shown in Fig. 1.2a and Fig. 1.4a, while the corresponding
local profiles of e(i, n, k = 8) generated are displayed in Fig. 1.2b and Fig. 1.4b,
and the local profiles of a(i, n, k = 16) in Fig. 1.2c and Fig. 1.4c. It is quite clear
that positive information storage is concentrated in the vertical gliders or blinkers, and
the domain regions. As expected, these results provide quantitative evidence that the
blinkers are the dominant information storage entities. That the domain regions
contain significant information storage should not be surprising, since as a periodic
sequence its past does indeed store information about its future.
In fact, the local values for each measure form spatially and temporally periodic
patterns in the domains, corresponding to the spatial and temporal periodicities exhibited in the underlying raw values. Certainly if the dynamics are only composed of a
consistent domain pattern (which is deterministic when viewing single cells’ time se(k)
ries), then for a(i, n, k) for example we will always have p(xn+1 | xn ) = 1 and if
p(xn+1 ) is balanced then a(i, n, k) would be constant across the CA. However, the ex(k)
istence of discontinuities in the domain, e.g. gliders, reduces p(xn+1 | xn ) here, and
(k)
does so differently for each xn configuration in the domain. Imbalances in p(xn+1 )
can also contribute to differences in storage across the domain. These factors leads
to the spatiotemporal periodicities of information storage that are observed in the domains.
While the local active information storage indicates a similar amount of stored
information in use to compute each space-time point in both the domain and blinker
areas, the local excess entropy reveals a larger total amount of information is stored
in the blinkers. For the blinkers known as α and β in rule 54 (Hordijk et al. 2001)
this is because the temporal sequences of the center columns of the blinkers (0-0-0-1,
with e(i, n, k = 8) in the range 5.01 to 5.32 bits) are more complex than those in the
domain (0-0-1-1 and 0-1, with e(i, n, k = 8) in the range 1.94 to 3.22 bits), even where
they are of the same period. We have e(i, n, k = 8) > 1 bit here due to the distributed
information storage supported by bidirectional communication (as discussed earlier).
Such bidirectional communication is also critical to these periodic domain sequences
being longer than two time steps – the maximum period that a binary cell could sustain
in isolation (e.g. the period-7 domain in rule 110).
Another area of strong information storage appears to be the “wake” of the more
complex gliders in rule 110 (see the glider at top right of Fig. 1.4b and Fig. 1.4c). This
result aligns well with our observation (Lizier et al. 2008c) that the dynamics following
the leading edge of regular gliders consists largely of “non-traveling” information. The
presence of the information storage is shown by both measures, although the relative
strength of the total information storage is again revealed only by the local excess
entropy.
Negative values of a(i, n, k = 16) for rules 54 and 110 are also visible in Fig. 1.2c
and Fig. 1.4c. Interestingly, negative local components of local active information
storage measure are concentrated in the traveling glider areas (e.g. γ + and γ − for
rule 54 (Hordijk et al. 2001)), providing a good spatiotemporal filter of these struc-
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Fig. 1.2: Local information dynamics in rule 54 for the raw values in (a) (black for “1”,
white for “0”). 35 time steps are displayed for 35 cells, and time increases down the
page for all CA plots. All units are in bits. (b) Local excess entropy e(i, n, k = 8); (c)
Local active information storage a(i, n, k = 16); Local apparent transfer entropy: (d)
one cell to the right t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16), (e) one cell to the left t(i, j = −1, n, k =
16); (f) Local separable information s(i, n, k = 16).
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Fig. 1.3: Close up of raw values of rule 54. “x” and “+” mark some positions in the
γ + and γ − gliders respectively. Note their point of coincidence in collision type “A”,
with “•” marking the subsequent non-trivial information modification as detected using s(i, n, k = 16) < 0. (Reprinted with permission from (Lizier et al. 2010) J. T.
Lizier, M. Prokopenko, and A. Y. Zomaya, “Information modification and particle collisions in distributed computation,” Chaos, vol. 20, no. 3, p. 037109, 2010. Copyright
2010, AIP Publishing LLC.)
tures. This is because when a traveling glider is encountered at a given cell, the
past history of that cell (being part of the background domain) is misinformative
about the next value, since the domain sequence was more likely to continue than
be interrupted. For example, see the marked positions of the γ gliders in Fig. 1.3.
(k=16)
) = 0.25 and p(xn+1 ) = 0.52: since the next
There we have p(xn+1 | xn
value occurs relatively infrequently after the given history, we have a misinformative
a(n, k = 16) = −1.09 bits. This is juxtaposed with the points four time steps before
(k=16)
but are part of the domain,
those marked “x”, which have the same history xn
(k=16)
) = 0.75 and p(xn+1 ) = 0.48 giving a(n, k = 16) = 0.66
with p(xn+1 | xn
bits, quantifying the positive information storage there. Note that the points with misinformative information storage are not necessarily those selected by other filtering
techniques as part of the gliders: e.g. the finite state transducers technique (using left
to right scanning by convention) by Hanson and Crutchfield (1997) would identify
points 3 cells to the right of those marked “x” as part of the γ + glider.
The local excess entropy produced some negative values around traveling gliders,
though these were far less localized on the gliders themselves and less consistent in
occurrence than for the local active information storage. This is because the local excess entropy, as measure of total information storage into the future, is more loosely
tied to the dynamics at the given spatiotemporal point. The effect of a glider encounter
on e(i, n, k) is smeared out in time, and in fact the dynamics may store more positive
information in total than the misinformation encountered at the specific location of the
glider. For example, glider pairs were observed in (Lizier et al. 2012c) to have positive
total information storage, since a glider encounter becomes much more likely in the
wake of a previous glider.
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As another rule containing regular gliders against a periodic background domain,
analysis of the raw values of φpar in Fig. 1.5a provides similar results for e(i, n, k = 5)
(not shown, see (Lizier 2013)) and a(i, n, k = 10) in Fig. 1.5b here. One distinction
is that the blinker here contains no more stored information than the domain, since it
is no more complicated. Importantly, we confirm the information storage capability of
the blinkers and domains in this human understandable computation.
Another interesting example is provided by ECA rule 18, which contains domain
walls against a seemingly irregular background domain. We measured the local information profiles for e(i, n, k = 8) and a(i, n, k = 16) in (Lizier et al. 2012c) (shown
in that paper, but not here). Importantly, the most significant negative components of
the local active information storage are concentrated on the domain walls: analogous
to the regular gliders of rule 54, when a domain wall is encountered the past history of
the cell becomes misinformative about its next value. There is also interesting information storage dynamics in the background domain for rule 18, discussed in detail in
(Lizier et al. 2012c).
Finally, we examine ECA rule 22, suggested to have infinite collective excess
entropy (Grassberger 1986b,a) but without any known coherent structural elements
(Shalizi et al. 2006). For the raw values of rule 22 displayed in Fig. 1.6a, the calculated
local excess entropy profile is shown in Fig. 1.6b, and the local active information storage profile in Fig. 1.6c. While information storage certainly occurs for rule 22, these
plots provide evidence that there is no coherent structure to this storage. This is another
clear example of the utility of examining local information dynamics over ensemble
estimates, given the earlier discussion on collective excess entropy for rule 22.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the local active information storage and
local excess entropy provide insights into information storage dynamics that, while
often similar in general, are sometimes subtly different. While both measures provide
useful insights, the local active information storage is the most useful in a real-time
sense, since calculation of the local excess entropy requires knowledge of the dynamics an arbitrary distance into the future.6 Furthermore, it also provides the most specifically localized insights, including filtering moving elements of coherent spatiotemporal structure. This being said, it is not capable of identifying the information source
of these structures; for this, we turn our attention to a specific measure of information
transfer.

1.5 Information Transfer
Information transfer refers to a directional signal or communication of dynamic information from a source to a destination. In this section, we review descriptions of how
6

Calculation of e(i, n, k) using local block entropies analogous to Eq. (1.12) would also
require block entropies to be taken into the future to compute the same local information storage
values. Without taking account of the dynamics into the future, we will not measure the information storage that will be used in the future of the process, but the information storage that is
likely to be used in the future.
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Fig. 1.4: Local information dynamics in rule 110 for the raw values displayed in (a)
(black for “1”, white for “0”). 50 time steps are displayed for 50 cells, and all units are
in bits. (b) Local excess entropy e(i, n, k = 8); (c) Local active information storage
a(i, n, k = 16); (d) Local temporal entropy rate hµ (i, n, k = 16); (e) Local apparent transfer entropy one cell to the left t(i, j = −1, n, k = 16); (f) Local separable
information s(i, n, k = 16).
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Fig. 1.5: Local information dynamics in r = 3 rule φpar for the raw values displayed
in (a) (black for “1”, white for “0”). 70 time steps are displayed for 70 cells, and all
units are in bits. (b) Local active information storage a(i, n, k = 10); Local apparent
transfer entropy: (c) one cell to the left t(i, j = −1, n, k = 10), and (e) three cells to
the left t(i, j = −3, n, k = 10); (d) Local complete transfer entropy one cell to the left
tc (i, j = −1, n, k = 10); (f) Local separable information s(i, n, k = 10).
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Fig. 1.6: Local information dynamics in rule 22 for the raw values in (a) (black for “1”,
white for “0”). 50 time steps displayed for 50 cells, and all units are in bits. (b) Local
excess entropy e(i, n, k = 8); (c) Local active information storage a(i, n, k = 16); (d)
Local temporal entropy rate hµ (i, n, k = 16); (e) Local apparent transfer entropy one
cell to the right t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16); (f) Local separable information s(i, n, k = 16).
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to measure information transfer in complex systems from (Lizier et al. 2008c, 2010;
Lizier 2013), and the associated application to several ECA rules.
1.5.1 Local transfer entropy
Schreiber (2000) presented transfer entropy as a measure for information transfer
in order to address deficiencies in the previous de facto measure, mutual information
(Eq. (1.4)), the use of which he criticized in this context as a symmetric measure of
statically shared information. Transfer entropy is defined as the deviation from independence (in bits) of the state transition of an information destination X from the
previous state of an information source Y:
(k)

TY →X (k, l) =

X

p(wn ) log2

(l)

p(xn+1 | xn , yn )
(k)

p(xn+1 | xn )

wn
(k)

(l)

,

(1.26)

where wn is the state transition tuple (xn+1 , xn , yn ). This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.7a. The transfer entropy will be zero if the next value of the destination
is completely dependent on its past (leaving no information for the source to add), or if
the state transition of the destination is independent of the destination. At the other extreme, it will be maximal if the state transition is completely specified by the source (in
the context of the destination’s past). As such, the transfer entropy is a directional, dynamic measure of information transfer. It is a conditional mutual information, casting
it as the average information in the source about the next state of the destination conditioned on the destination’s past. We have provided a thermodynamic interpretation
of transfer entropy in (Prokopenko et al. 2013).
(k)
The role of the past state of the destination xn is particularly important here. This
past state can indirectly influence the next value via the source or other neighbors: this
may be mistaken as an independent flow from the source here (Lizier et al. 2008c).
In the context of distributed computation, this is recognizable as the active informa(k)
tion storage. That is, conditioning on the destination’s history xn serves to eliminate
the active information storage from the transfer entropy measurement. Yet any selfinfluence transmitted prior to these k values will not be eliminated: in (Lizier et al.
2008c) we suggested that the asymptote k → ∞ is most correct for variables displaying non-Markovian dynamics. Just as the excess entropy and active information
storage require k → ∞ to capture all information storage, accurate measurement of
the transfer entropy requires k → ∞ to eliminate all information storage from being
mistaken as information transfer. Further to these, even if the destination variable does
display Markovian dynamics of order k, synergistic interactions between the source
and the past of the destination beyond k time steps necessitate the use of a longer
destination history to capture the information transfer, again leading us to k → ∞
(k)
to capture all transfer. We describe other interpretations of the role of xn in (Lizier
and Mahoney 2013), including properly capturing the state transition of the destination and capturing the contribution of the source in the context of that state transition;
which align with the above. The most generally correct form of the transfer entropy is
therefore computed as:
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(k)

TY →X (l) = lim

k→∞

X

p(wn ) log2

(l)

p(xn+1 | xn , yn )

wn
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(k)

p(xn+1 | xn )

,

(1.27)

with TY →X (k, l) retained for finite-k estimates.
(l)
Also, we note that considering a source state yn rather than a scalar yn is most
appropriate where the observations y mask a hidden causal process in Y , or where
multiple past values of Y in addition to yn are causal to xn+1 . Otherwise, where yn
is directly causal to xn+1 , and where it is the only direct causal source in Y (e.g. in
CAs), we use only l = 1 (Lizier et al. 2008c; Lizier and Prokopenko 2010) and drop it
from our notation here. Furthermore, note that one may use source-destination delays
other than one time step, and indeed it is most appropriate to match any causal delay
from Y to X (Wibral et al. 2013).
Next, we introduced the corresponding local transfer entropy at each observation
n in (Lizier et al. 2008c):
tY →X (n + 1, l) = lim tY →X (n + 1, k, l),

(1.28)

k→∞

(l)

(k)

tY →X (n + 1, k, l) = log2

p(xn+1 | xn , yn )
(k)

p(xn+1 | xn )

.

(1.29)

The local transfer entropy describes the information added by a specific source state
(k)
(l)
yn about xn+1 in the context of the past of the destination xn . Of course, we have
TY →X (k, l) = htY →X (n + 1, k, l)i.
For lattice systems such as CAs with spatially-ordered variables, the local information transfer to agent Xi from Xi−j (across j cells to the right) at time n + 1 is
represented as:
t(i, j, n + 1, l) = lim t(i, j, n + 1, k, l),
k→∞

(k)

t(i, j, n + 1, k, l) = log2

(1.30)

(l)

p(xi,n+1 | xi,n , xi−j,n )
(k)

p(xi,n+1 | xi,n )

.

(1.31)

This information transfer t(i, j, n + 1, k, l) to variable Xi from Xi−j at time n + 1
is illustrated in Fig. 1.7a. Then t(i, j, n, k, l) is defined for every spatiotemporal destination (i, n), for every information channel or direction j; sensible values for j correspond to causal information sources, i.e. for CAs, sources within the cell range |j| ≤ r.
Again, for homogeneous variables (with stationarity) it is appropriate to estimate the
PDFs used in Eq. (1.31) from all spatiotemporal observations, and we write the average
across homogeneous variables as T (j, k) = ht(i, j, n, k)i.
Calculations conditioned on no other information contributors (as in Eq. (1.31)))
are labeled as apparent transfer entropy (Lizier et al. 2008c). Local apparent transfer
entropy t(i, j, n, k) may be either positive or negative, with negative values occurring
where (given the destination’s history) the source element is actually misleading about
the next value of the destination. In deterministic systems, this can only occur where
another source is influencing the destination at that time. To counter that effect, the
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(a) Transfer Entropy

(b) Separable Information

Fig. 1.7: (a) Transfer Entropy t(i, j, n + 1, k): information contained in the source cell
Xi−j about the next value of the destination cell Xi at time n + 1 in the context of the
destination’s past. (b) Separable information s(i, n + 1, k): information gained about
the next value of the destination from separately examining each causal information
source in the context of the destination’s past. For CAs these causal sources are within
the cell range r. (NB: Fig. 1.7a is reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media: (Lizier 2013) Lizier, J. T. , The Local Information Dynamics
of Distributed Computation in Complex Systems, Springer Theses, Springer, Berlin /
Heidelberg, Copyright 2013. Fig. 1.7b is reprinted with permission from (Lizier et al.
2010) J. T. Lizier, M. Prokopenko, and A. Y. Zomaya, “Information modification and
particle collisions in distributed computation,” Chaos, vol. 20, no. 3, p. 037109, 2010.
Copyright 2010, AIP Publishing LLC.)
transfer entropy may be conditioned on other possible causal information sources Z,
to eliminate their influence from being attributed to the source in question Y (Schreiber
2000). We call this the conditional transfer entropy (Lizier et al. 2010), given (as a
finite-k estimate) along with the local conditional transfer entropy as follows:
TY →X|Z (k, l) = tY →X|Z (n + 1, k, l) ,

(1.32)

(l)
(k)
p(xn+1 | xn , yn , zn )
log2
.
(k)
p(xn+1 | xn , zn )

(1.33)

tY →X|Z (n + 1, k, l) =

(m)

Z may of course be multivariate, or be an embedded state vector zn itself. Indeed, a
special case involves conditioning on all sources jointly in the set of causal information
contributors VX to X, except for the source Y , i.e. VX \ Y . This gives the complete
transfer entropy TYc →X (k, l) = TY →X|VX \Y (k, l) (Lizier et al. 2008c). At time step
n, this set VX \ Y has joint state vx,y,n , giving the local complete transfer entropy
(Lizier et al. 2008c):7
7

Note that if past values of X are causal sources to the next value xn+1 , they can be included
(k)
in vx,y,n , but this is irrelevant for complete TE since they are already conditioned on in xn .
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tcY →X (n + 1, k, l) = tY →X|VX,Y (n + 1, k, l),

(1.34)

vx,y,n = {zn | ∀Z ∈ VX \ Y } .

(1.35)

For CAs the set of causal information contributors to Xi is the neighborhood Vri of
Xi , and for the complete transfer entropy we condition on this set except for the source
Xi−j : Vri \ Xi−j . At time step n this set has joint value vri,j,n , giving the following
expression for the local complete transfer entropy in CAs (Lizier et al. 2008c):


(k)
p xi,n+1 | xi,n , xi−j,n , vri,j,n


,
(1.36)
tc (i, j, n + 1, k) = log2
(k)
p xi,n+1 | xi,n , vri,j,n
vri,j,n = {xi+q,n | ∀q : −r ≤ q ≤ +r, q 6= −j, q 6= 0} .

(1.37)

Again, the most correct form is tc (i, j, n + 1) in the limit k → ∞. In deterministic
systems (e.g. CAs), complete conditioning renders tc (i, j, n) ≥ 0 because the source
can only add information about the outcome of the destination.
1.5.2 Total information, entropy rate and collective information transfer
The total information required to predict the next value of any process X is the local
entropy hX (n + 1) Eq. (1.14). Similarly, the local temporal entropy rate hµX (n +
(k)
1, k) = − log2 p(xn+1 | xn ) is the information to predict the next value of that
process given that its past, and the entropy rate is the average of these local values:
HµX (k) = hhµX (n + 1, k)i. For lattice systems we have hµ (i, n + 1, k). Now, the
entropy can be considered as the sum of the active information storage and temporal
entropy rate (Lizier et al. 2010, 2012c):
HXn+1 = IXn+1 ;X(k) + HXn+1 |X(k) ,

(1.38)

hX (n + 1) = aX (n + 1, k) + hµX (n + 1, k).

(1.39)

n

n

For deterministic systems (e.g. CAs) there is no intrinsic uncertainty, so the local
temporal entropy rate is equal to the local collective transfer entropy (Lizier and
Prokopenko 2010) and represents a collective information transfer: the information
about the next value of the destination jointly added by the causal information sources
in the context of the past of the destination. This suggested that the local collective
transfer entropy (or simply the local temporal entropy rate hµ (i, n, k) for deterministic
systems) is likely to be a meaningful measure and filter for incoming information.
Also, we showed that the information in a destination variable can be expressed as
a sum of incrementally conditioned mutual information terms, considering each of the
sources iteratively (Lizier et al. 2010; Lizier and Prokopenko 2010). For ECAs, these
expressions become:
h(i, n + 1) = a(i, n + 1, k) + t(i, j = −1, n + 1, k) + tc (i, j = 1, n + 1, k),
(1.40)
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(and vice-versa in j = 1, −1). Clearly, this total information is not simply a simple sum
of the active information storage and the apparent transfer entropy from each source,
nor the sum of the active information storage and the complete transfer entropy from
each source.
1.5.3 Local information transfer results
In this section, we review the application of the local apparent and complete transfer
entropies, as well as the local entropy rate, to several ECA rules (Lizier et al. 2007,
2008c, 2010; Lizier 2013). We focus in particular here on the local apparent transfer
entropy, whose profiles t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16) (measuring transfer across one unit to
the right per time step) are plotted for rules 54 (Fig. 1.2d) and 22 (Fig. 1.6e), with
t(i, j = −1, n, k = 16) (transfer across one unit to the left per time step) plotted for
rules 54 (Fig. 1.2e), 110 (Fig. 1.4e) and φpar (Fig. 1.5c).
Both the local apparent and complete transfer entropy highlight particles as strong
positive information transfer against background domains. This is true for both
regular gliders as well as domain walls in rule 18 (not shown here, see (Lizier et al.
2008c)). Importantly, the particles are measured as information transfer in their direction of macroscopic motion, as expected. As such, local transfer entropy provided the
first quantitative evidence for the long-held conjecture that particles are the dominant
information transfer agents in CAs. For example, at the “x” marks in Fig. 1.3 which de(k=16)
note parts of the right-moving γ + gliders, we have p(xi,n+1 | xi,n
, xi−1,n ) = 1.00
(k=16)

and p(xi,n+1 | xi,n
) = 0.25: there is a strong information transfer of t(i, j =
1, n, k = 16) = 2.02 bits here because the source (in the glider) added a significant
amount of information to the destination about the continuation of the glider.
For φpar we confirm the role of the gliders as information transfer agents in the
human understandable computation, and demonstrate information transfer across multiple units of space per unit time step for fast-moving gliders in Fig. 1.5e. Interestingly,
we also see in Fig. 1.5c (j = −1) and Fig. 1.5e (j = −3) that the apparent transfer
entropy can attribute information transfer to several information sources, whereas the
complete transfer entropy (see Fig. 1.5d) is more likely to attribute the transfer to the
single causal source. We emphasize though that information transfer and causality are
distinct concepts, as discussed in detail in (Lizier and Prokopenko 2010). This result
also underlines that the apparent and complete transfer entropies have a similar
nature but are complementary in together determining the next state of the destination (as in Eq. (1.40)). Neither measure is more correct than the other though – both
are required to understand the dynamics fully. A more detailed example contrasting
the two is studied for rule 18 in (Lizier et al. 2008c), showing that the complete TE
detects transfer to X due to synergies between the source Y and conditioned variable
Z, whereas the apparent TE does not.
We also examine the profiles of the local temporal entropy rate hµ (i, n + 1, k)
(which is equal to the local collective transfer entropy in these deterministic systems)
here in Fig. 1.4d for rule 110 and Fig. 1.6d for rule 22. As expected, the local temporal
entropy rate profiles hµ (i, n+1, k) highlight particles moving in each relevant channel
and are a useful single spatiotemporal filter for moving emergent structure. In fact,
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these profiles are quite similar to the profiles of the negative values of local active
information storage. This is not surprising given they are counterparts in Eq. (1.39):
where hµ (i, n+1, k) is strongly positive (i.e. greater than 1 bit), it is likely that a(i, n+
1, k) is negative since the local single cell entropy will average close to 1 bit for these
examples. Unlike a(i, n+1, k) however, the local temporal entropy rate hµ (i, n+1, k)
is never negative.
Note that while achieving the limit k → ∞ is not computationally feasible, a large
enough k was required to achieve a reasonable estimates of the transfer entropy; without this, as discussed earlier the active information storage was not eliminated from
the transfer entropy measurements in the domains, and the measure did not distinguish
the particles from the domains (Lizier et al. 2008c).
We also demonstrated (Lizier et al. 2008c) that while there is zero information
transfer in an infinite periodic domain (since the dynamics there only involve information storage), there is a small non-zero information transfer in domains acting as a
background to gliders, effectively indicating the absence of gliders. These small nonzero information transfers are stronger in the wake of a glider, indicating the absence
of (relatively common) following gliders. Similarly, we note here that the local temporal entropy rate profiles hµ (i, n + 1, k) contain small but non-zero values in these
periodic domains. Furthermore, there is interesting structure to the information transfer in the domain of rule 18, described in detail in (Lizier et al. 2008c). As such, while
particles are the dominant information transfer agents in CAs, they are not the only
transfer entities.
The highlighting of structure by local transfer entropy is similar to results from
other methods of filtering for structure in CAs (Shalizi et al. 2006; Wuensche 1999;
Hanson and Crutchfield 1992; Helvik et al. 2004), but subtly different in revealing the
leading edges of gliders as the major transfer elements in the glider structures, and
providing multiple profiles (one for each direction or channel of information transfer).
Also, a particularly relevant result for our purposes is the finding of negative values
of transfer entropy for some space-time points in particles moving orthogonal to the
direction of measurement in space-time. This is displayed for t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16)
in rule 54 (Fig. 1.2d), and t(i, j = −1, n, k = 16) for rule 110 (Fig. 1.4e), and also
occurs for rule 18 (see (Lizier et al. 2008c; Lizier 2013)). In general this is because
the source, as part of the domain, suggests that this same domain found in the past of
the destination is likely to continue; however since the next value of the destination
forms part of the particle, this suggestion proves to be misinformative. For example,
consider the “x” marks in Fig. 1.3 which denote parts of the right-moving γ + gliders.
If we now examine the source at the right (still in the domain), we have p(xi,n+1 |
(k=16)
(k=16)
xi,n
, xi+1,n ) = 0.13, with p(xi,n+1 | xi,n
) = 0.25 as before, giving t(i, j =
−1, n, k = 16) = −0.90 bits: this is negative because the source (still in the domain)
was misinformative about the destination.
Regarding the local information transfer structure of rule 22, we note similar results
as for local information storage. There is much information transfer here (in fact the
average value T (j = 1, k = 16) = 0.19 bits is greater than for rule 110 at 0.07 bits),
although there is no coherent structure to this transfer. Again, this demonstrates the
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utility of local information measures in providing more detailed insights into system
dynamics than their global averages.
In this section, we have described how the local transfer entropy quantifies the information transfer at space-time points within a system, and provides evidence that
particles are the dominant information transfer agents in CAs. We also described the
collective transfer entropy, which quantifies the joint information contribution from all
causal information contributors, and in deterministic systems is equal to the temporal
entropy rate. However, we have not yet separately identified collision events in CAs:
to complete our exploration of the information dynamics of computation, we now consider the nature of information modification.

1.6 Information Modification
Langton (1990) interpreted information modification as interactions between transmitted and/or stored information which resulted in a modification of one or the other. CAs
provide an illustrative example, where the term interactions is generally interpreted
to mean collisions of particles (including blinkers as information storage), with the
resulting dynamics involving something other than the incoming particles continuing
unperturbed. The resulting dynamics could involve zero or more particles (with an annihilation leaving only a background domain), and perhaps even some of the incoming
particles. Given the focus on perturbations in the definition here, it is logical to associate a collision event with the modification of transmitted and/or stored information,
and to see it as an information processing or decision event. Indeed, as an information
processing event the important role of collisions in determining the dynamics of the
system is widely acknowledged (Hordijk et al. 2001), e.g. in the φpar density classification.
Attempts have previously been made to quantify information modification or processing in a system (Sánchez-Montañés and Corbacho 2002; Yamada and Aihara 1994;
Kinouchi and Copelli 2006). However, these have either been too specific to allow
portability across system types (e.g. by focusing on the capability of a system to solve
a known problem, or measuring properties related to the particular type of system
being examined), focus on general processing as movement or interpretation of information rather than specifically the modification of information, or are not amenable
to measuring information modification at local space-time points within a distributed
system.
In this section, we review the separable information (Lizier et al. 2010) as a tool
to detect non-trivial information modification events, and demonstrate it as the first
measure which filtered collisions in CAs as such. At the end of the section however,
we describe criticisms of the separable information, and describe current efforts to
develop new measures of information modification.
1.6.1 Local separable information
We begin by considering what it means for a particle to be modified. For the simple case of a glider, a modification is simply an alteration to the predictable periodic
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pattern of the glider’s dynamics. At such points, an observer would be surprised or
misinformed about the next value of the glider, having not taken account of the entity
about to perturb it. The intuition behind the separable information (Lizier et al. 2010) is
that this interpretation is reminiscent of the earlier findings that local apparent transfer
entropy t(i, j, n) and local active information storage a(i, n) were negative where the
respective information sources were misinformative about the next value of the information destination (in the context of the destination’s past for transfer entropy). Local
active information storage was misinformative at gliders, and local apparent transfer
entropy was misinformative at gliders traveling in the orthogonal direction to the measurement in space-time. This being said, one expects that the local apparent transfer
entropy measured in the direction of glider motion will be more informative about its
evolution than any misinformation conveyed from other sources. However, where the
glider is modified by a collision with another glider, we would no longer expect the
local apparent transfer entropy in its macroscopic direction of motion to remain informative about the dynamics. Assuming that the incident glider is also perturbed, the
local apparent transfer entropy in its macroscopic direction of motion will also not be
informative about the dynamics at this collision point. We expect the same argument
to be true for irregular particles, or domain walls.
As such, we made the hypothesis that at the spatiotemporal location of a local
information modification event or collision, separate inspection of each information
source will misinform an observer overall about the next value of the modified information destination. More specifically, the information sources referred to here are
the past history of the destination (via the local active information storage) and each
other causal information contributor (examined in the context of the past history of the
destination, via their local apparent transfer entropies).
We quantified the independent sum of information gained from separate observation of the information storage and information transfer contributors Y ∈ V to a
process X as the local separable information sX (n) (Lizier et al. 2010):
X
sX (n) = aX (n) +
tY →X (n).
(1.41)
Y ∈V,Y 6=X

sX (n, K) is used for finite-k estimates. For CAs, where the causal information contributors are homogeneously within the neighborhood r, we write the local separable
information in lattice notation as:
s(i, n) = a(i, n) +

+r
X

t(i, j, n).

(1.42)

j=−r,j6=0

We use s(i, n, k) to represent finite-k estimates, and show s(i, n, k) in Fig. 1.7b.
As inferred earlier, we expected the local separable information to be positive or
highly separable where separate observations of the information contributors are informative overall regarding the next value of the destination. This was be interpreted as
a trivial information modification, because information storage and transfer are not interacting in any significant manner. More importantly, we expected the local separable
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information to be negative at spatiotemporal points where an information modification event or collision takes place. Here, separate observations are misleading overall
because a non-trivial information modification is taking place (i.e. the information
storage and transfer are interacting).
Importantly, this formulation of non-trivial information modification aligns with
the descriptions of complex systems as consisting of (a large number of) elements interacting in a non-trivial fashion (Prokopenko et al. 2009), and of emergence as where
“the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. “The whole” meant to refer to examining all information sources together; the whole is greater where all information sources
must be examined together in order to receive positive information on the next value of
the examined entity. The thinking behind the separable information was in the direction of measuring synergies between information storage and transfer sources, prior to
the development of a proper framework for examining such synergies (Williams and
Beer 2010), as discussed in Section 1.6.3.
1.6.2 Local separable information results
Next, we review the application of the separable information to several ECA rules
from (Lizier et al. 2010). The simple gliders in ECA rule 54 give rise to relatively
simple collisions which we focus on in our discussion here. Notice that the positive
values of s(i, n, k = 16) for rule 54 (displayed in Fig. 1.2f) are concentrated in the
domain regions and at the stationary gliders (α and β). As expected, these regions
are undertaking trivial computations only. The negative values of s(i, n, k = 16) are
also displayed in Fig. 1.2f, with their positions marked. The dominant negative values
are clearly concentrated around the areas of collisions between the gliders, including
collisions between the traveling gliders only (marked by “A”) and between the traveling
gliders and the stationary gliders (marked by “B” and “C”).
Collision “A” involves the γ + and γ − particles interacting to produce a β particle (γ + + γ − → β (Hordijk et al. 2001)). The only information modification point
highlighted is one time step below (or delayed from) that at which the gliders initially appear to collide (see close-up of raw values in Fig. 1.3). The periodic pattern
in the past of the destination breaks there, however the neighboring sources are still
able to support separate prediction of the value (i.e. a(i, n, k = 16) = −1.09 bits,
t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16) = 2.02 bits and t(i, j = −1, n, k = 16) = 2.02 bits, giving
s(i, n, k = 16) = 2.95 bits). This is no longer the case however where our measure has
successfully identified the modification point; there we have a(i, n, k = 16) = −3.00
bits, t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16) = 0.91 bits and t(i, j = −1, n, k = 16) = 0.90 bits,
with s(i, n, k = 16) = −1.19 bits suggesting a non-trivial information modification.
A delay is also observed before the identified information modification points of collision types “B” and “C”; possibly these delays represent a time-lag of information
processing. Not surprisingly, the results for these other collision types imply that the
information modification points are associated with the creation of new behavior: in
“B” and “C” these occur along the newly created γ gliders, and for “C” in the new α
blinkers.
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Importantly, weaker non-trivial information modification points continue to be
identified at every second point along all the γ + and γ − particles after the initial
collisions. These can also be seen for a similar (right-moving) glider in rule 110 in
Fig. 1.4f). This was unexpected from our earlier hypothesis. However, these events
can be understood as non-trivial computations of the continuation of the glider in the
absence of a collision; in effect they are virtual collisions between the real glider and
the absence of an incident glider. Interestingly, this finding is analogous to the small but
non-zero information transfer in periodic domains indicating the absence of gliders.
We also note that measurements of local separable information must be performed
with a reasonably large value of k. Here, using k < 4 could not distinguish any information modification points clearly from the domains and particles, and even k < 8
could not distinguish all the modification points (results not shown). Correct quantification of information modification requires satisfactory estimates of information
storage and transfer, and accurate distinction between the two.
We observe similar results in s(i, n, k = 10) for φpar (see Fig. 1.5f). Note that
the collisions at the left and right of the figure do in fact contain significant negative
values of s(i, n, k = 10) – around 1 to 2 bits – however these are difficult to see
in comparison to the much larger negative value at the collision in the centre of the
diagram. These results confirm the particle collisions here as non-trivial information
modification events, and this therefore completes the evidence for all of the conjectures
about this human understandable computation.
The results for s(i, n, k = 16) for ECA rule 110 (see Fig. 1.4f) are also similar
to those for rule 54. Here, we have collisions “A” and “B” which show non-trivial
information modification points slightly delayed from the collision in a similar fashion to those for rule 54. We note that collisions between some of the more complex
glider structures in rule 110 (not shown) exhibit non-trivial information modification
points which are more difficult to interpret, and which are even more delayed from the
initiation of the collision. The larger delay is perhaps this is a reflection of the more
complex gliders requiring more time steps for the processing to take place. An interesting result not seen for rule 54 is a collision where an incident glider is absorbed
by a blinker, without any modification to the absorbing glider (not shown here, see
(Lizier et al. 2010)). No information modification is detected for this absorption event
by s(i, n, k = 16): this is as expected because the information storage for the absorbing blinker is sufficient to predict the dynamics at this interaction.
As a further test of the measure, we examined collisions between the domain walls
of rule 18; see (Lizier et al. 2010). We found that collisions between the domain walls
were quite clearly highlighted as the dominant information modification events for this
rule - importantly, this result provides evidence that collision of irregular particles are
information modification events, as expected. The reader is referred to (Lizier et al.
2010) for further discussion of the information modification dynamics of rule 18.
We also apply s(i, n, k = 16) to ECA rule 22, as displayed in Fig. 1.6f. As could
be expected from our earlier results, there are many points of both positive and negative local separable information here. The presence of negative values implies the
occurrence of non-trivial information modification, yet there does not appear to be any
structure to these profiles. Again, this aligns well with the lack of coherent structure
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found using the other measures in this framework and from the local statistical complexity profile of rule 22 (Shalizi et al. 2006).
1.6.3 Outlook for information modification
Here, we have reviewed the local separable information, which attempts to quantify
information modification at each spatiotemporal point in a complex system. The separable information suggests that information modification events occur where the separable information is negative, indicating that separate or independent inspection of the
causal information sources (in the context of the destination’s past) is misleading because of non-trivial interaction between these sources. The local separable information
was demonstrated to provide the first quantitative evidence that particle collisions in
CAs are the dominant information modification events therein, and is capable of
identifying events involving both creation and destruction.
With that said however, it has been shown that the separable information doublecounts parts of the information in the next state of the destination (Flecker et al. 2011).
This is clear, and so it is a heuristic more than a measure. Efforts to properly quantitatively define information modification, by combining information dynamics with
the partial information decomposition approach (Williams and Beer 2010) to properly measure synergies between information storage and transfer, are ongoing and
described in (Lizier et al. 2013). While the separable information is not a proper
information-theoretic measure, it remains the only technique which has uniquely filtered particle collision events.

1.7 Importance of coherent computation
Our framework has proven successful in locally identifying the component operations
of distributed computation. We then considered in (Lizier et al. 2012b) whether this
framework can provide any insights into the overall complexity of computation. In
other words, what can our results say about the difference in the complex computations
of rules 110 and 54 as compared to rule 22 and others? We review those considerations
in this section.
We observed that the coherence of local computational structure appears to be the
most significant differentiator here. “Coherence” implies a property of sticking together or a logical relationship (Oxford English Dictionary 2008): in this context we
use the term to describe a logical spatiotemporal relationship between values in local
information dynamics profiles. For example, the manner in which particles give rise
to similar values of local transfer entropy amongst spatiotemporal neighbors is coherent. From the spatiotemporal profiles presented here, we note that rules 54 and 110
exhibit the largest amount of coherent computational structure, with rule 18 containing a smaller amount of less coherent structure. Rules 22 and 30 (results for rule 30
not shown, see (Lizier et al. 2012b)) certainly exhibit all of the elementary functions
of computation, but do not appear to contain any coherent structure to their computations. This aligns well with similar explorations of local information structure for these
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rules, e.g. by Shalizi et al. (2006). Using language reminiscent of Langton’s analysis
(Langton 1990), we suggested that complex systems exhibit very highly-structured
coherent computation in comparison to ordered systems (which exhibit coherence but
minimal structure in a computation dominated by information storage) and chaotic
systems (whose computations are dominated by rampant information transfer eroding
any coherence).
Coherence may also be interpreted as a logical relationship between profiles of the
individual local information dynamics (as three axes of complexity) rather than only
within them. To investigate this possibility, Fig. 1.8 plots state-space diagrams of the
local apparent transfer entropy for j = 1 versus local active information storage (after
(Lizier et al. 2012b)). Each point in these diagrams represents the local values of each
measure at one spatiotemporal point, thereby generating a complete state-space for the
CA. Such state-space diagrams are known to provide insights into structure that are not
visible when examining either measure in isolation; for example, in examining structure in classes of systems (such as logistic maps), Feldman et al. (2008) demonstrate
that plotting average excess entropy versus entropy rate (while changing a system parameter) reveals loci of the two which are not clear from observing either in isolation.
Here however we are looking at structure within a single system rather than across a
class of systems.
The state-space diagram for rule 110 (Fig. 1.8a) exhibits interesting structure, with
significant clustering around certain areas and lines in the state space, reflecting its
status as a complex rule. (The two diagonal lines are upper limits representing the
boundary condition tc (i, j = −1, n, k = 16) ≥ 0 for both destination states “0” and
“1”). Rule 54 (Fig. 1.8b) exhibits similar structure in its state-space diagram. On the
other hand, the example state space diagram for rule 30 (Fig. 1.8c) exhibits minimal
structure (apart from the mathematical upper limit), with a smooth spread of points
across the space reflecting its underlying chaotic nature. From the apparent absence of
coherent structure in its space-time information profiles, one may expect state-space
diagrams for rule 22 to exhibit a similar absence of structure to rule 30. As shown
by Fig. 1.8d however this is not the case: the state-space diagram for rule 22 exhibits
significant structure, with similar clustering to that of rules 110 and 54.
Importantly, the apparent information structure in the state-space diagrams lends
some credence to the claims of complex behavior for rule 22 discussed in Section
1.3.3. However it is a very subtle type of structure, not complex enough to be revealed
in the individual local information profiles shown here or by other authors (e.g. by
Shalizi et al. (2006)). The structure does not appear to be coherent in these individual
profiles, though the state space diagrams indicate a coherent relationship between the
local information dynamics which may underpin coherent computation at other scales.
There are certain clues as to the type of coherence which may be displayed by rule
22. Fig. 1.6e does appear to have some traces of coherent transfer entities moving diagonally in space-time; however these seem to be distributed through the CA, seemingly
without structure or interactions. More concretely, Grassberger (1983) observed that
for rule 22, “there are (at least) four different sets of ordered states, corresponding to
Si (t) = 0 for all even/odd i and all even/odd t” – i.e. rule 22 does have a domain
pattern which self-replicates (with four possible configurations, just offset from each
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(a) 110

(b) 54

(c) 30

(d) 22

Fig. 1.8: State space diagrams of local transfer entropy (one step to the right) t(i, j =
1, n, k = 16) versus local active information a(i, n, k = 16) (both in bits) at the same
space-time point (i, n) for several ECA rules: (a) 110, (b) 54, (c) 30 and (d) 22 (after
(Lizier et al. 2012b)).
other in space and time). Indeed, -machines have been generated to recognize these
domains (Crutchfield et al. 2013). Grassberger (1983) goes on to note that “In contrast
to the ordered states of rule 18, these states however are unstable: after implanting a
kink in an otherwise ordered state, the kink widens without limit, leaving behind it a
seemingly disordered state.” That is to say, this domain pattern does not self-organise
and it is not robust to perturbations. This means that, despite the existence of such
domains, they are highly unlikely to be found “in the wild” (i.e. when rule 22 is started
from random initial states, as we have done for Fig. 1.6). One could also view this as
inferring that “life in one dimension” (the perspective that rule 22 is a 1D projection
of the 2D Game of Life (McIntosh 1990)) is less stable than “life in two dimensions”.
Coming back to Fig. 1.8d – it is possible that these domain patterns, or small versions of them, are what is detected as a signature of coherent information structure by
our methods above. Furthermore, emerging evidence suggests that rule 22 can be set
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up in certain initial states which sustain such domains for a longer period, with certain
stable domain walls (Crutchfield 2013), and that these domain walls are detected as
information transfer by our methods. Our investigations in this area remain ongoing.
Given the subtlety of structure in the bounds of our analysis, and using our mutual
information heuristics, at this stage we conclude that the behavior of this rule is less
complex than that exhibited by rules 110 and 54. As such, we suggested that coherent
information structure is a defining feature of complex computation, and explored a
technique for inferring this property using local information dynamics. These statespace diagrams for local information dynamics produced useful visual results and were
shown to provide interesting insight into the nature of computation in rule 22.

1.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed our complete quantitative framework for the information dynamics of distributed computation in complex systems. Our framework
quantifies the information dynamics in terms of the component operations of universal
computation: information storage, information transfer and information modification.
Our framework places particular importance on examining computation on a local
scale in space and time. While averaged or system-wide measures have their place in
providing summarized results, this focus on the local scale is vital for understanding
the information dynamics of computation and provides many insights that averaged
measures cannot.
We reviewed the application of the framework to cellular automata, an important
example because of the weight of previous studies on the nature of distributed computation in these systems. Significantly, our framework provided the first quantitative
evidence for the widely accepted conjectures that blinkers provide information storage
in CAs, particles are the dominant information transfer agents, and particle collisions
are the dominant information modification events. In particular, this was demonstrated
for the human-understandable density classification computation carried out by the
rule φpar . This is a fundamental contribution to our understanding of the nature of
distributed computation, and provides impetus for the framework to be used for the
analysis and design of other complex systems.
The application to CAs aligned well with other methods of filtering for complex
structure in CAs. However, our work is distinct in that it provides several different
views of the system corresponding to each type of computational structure. In particular, the results align well with the insights of computational mechanics, underlining
the strong connection between these approaches.
From our results, we also observed that coherent local information structure is a
defining feature of complex distributed computation, and used local information statespaces to study coherent complex computation. Here, our framework provides further
insight into the nature of computation in rule 22 with respect to the accepted complex
rules 54 and 110. Certainly rule 22 exhibits all of the elementary functions of computation, yet (in line with Shalizi et al. (2006)) there is no apparent coherent structure
to the profiles of its local information dynamics (“in the wild” at least). On the other
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hand, state space views of the interplay between these local information dynamics reveal otherwise hidden structure. Our framework is unique in its ability to resolve both
of these aspects. We conclude that rule 22 exhibits more structure than chaotic rules,
yet the subtlety of this structure prevents it from being considered as complex as rules
110 and 54.
The major thrust of our work since the presentation of this framework was to apply
it to other systems, because the information-theoretic basis of this framework makes
it readily applicable as such. For example, we have used the measures in this framework to: quantitatively demonstrate coherent waves of motion in flocks and swarms
as information cascades (Wang et al. 2012); evolve a modular robot for maximal information transfer between components, observing the emergence of glider-like information cascades (Lizier et al. 2008a); and to study interactions in robotic football and
the relation of information measures to success on the field (Cliff et al. 2013). We
have also inferred information structure supporting cognitive tasks using fMRI brain
imaging data (Lizier et al. 2011a), and studied how the computational capabilities of
artificial neural networks relate to underlying parameters and ability to solve particular tasks (Boedecker et al. 2012). We have also made more specific investigations
of the relationship between underlying network structure and computational capabilities, including: revealing that intrinsic information storage and transfer capabilities are
maximized near the phase transition in dynamics for random Boolean networks (Lizier
et al. 2008b); showing that regular networks are generally associated with information
storage, random networks with information transfer, and small-world networks exhibit
a balance of the two (Lizier et al. 2011b); revealing that feedback and feedforward
loop motifs determine information storage capability (Lizier et al. 2012a); and exploring how these information measures relate to synchronization capability of network
structures (Ceguerra et al. 2011). We have also explored the relationship of the framework to the context of the observer (Lizier and Mahoney 2013), and provided thermodynamic interpretations of transfer entropy (Prokopenko et al. 2013) and related
information-theoreic quantities (Prokopenko et al. 2011). And finally, we have begun
reformulating our approach to information modification in seeking a proper measure
rather than a heuristic (Lizier et al. 2013). Further developments in all of these directions are expected in the future, due to the utility of the framework.
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